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Abstract

Most web applications are data-intensive, i.e. they heavily rely on dynamic contents usu-
ally stored in databases. Website design and maintenance can greatly benefit from conceptual
descriptions of both data and hypermedia aspects, i.e. those design dimensions which dis-
tinguish this application class: the data upon which the content is based, the way dynamic
contents are composed together to form pages, and how pages are linked together in order to
move across the application content. The paper proposesWebile, a visual Domain-Specific
Language based on UML, which enables a model-driven approach to high-level specifica-
tion of web applications. In contrast with other approaches,Webileexploits the UML meta-
model architecture by serialising the specifications in the XMI interchange format. This rep-
resentation provides interoperability amongst different operative platforms and enables a XSL
transformation-based automatic generation of the applications being designed.

1 Introduction

Increasingly, e-business sites rely on dynamic contents usually stored in database because a much
wider range of interaction than static HTML pages is achievable. Web applications generating
pages at runtime, can significantly increase their flexibility in delivering page content meeting
more demanding requirements. Data-intensive web applications are conveniently described as a
hybrid between hypermedia and an information system [17]. Due to this twofold nature, data-
intensive web applications require specialised techniques to integrate database technology and
web engineering in the same software process. Differently from traditional software systems, web
applications development introduces new challenges [17, 24]: web applications need to take into
account cognitive and aesthetic aspects, producing a high level of graphical quality, to handle and
link together hyper-documents, to analyse navigational information and to handle data in different
formats and with different nature. Different approaches have been proposed which can be grouped
according to the following categories:

• language-centric, page generators which merge together programming constructs and (to
different extents) native support to the web domain (for instance, ASP [33], JSP [37], and
PHP [1, 2]), whose chief function is to extract content from data sources at run-time, and
include it into page templates; although, such systems are productive tools they seem to
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fail when representing applications at a more conceptual level, since they are located at
the lowest degree of abstraction; in fact, applications are represented with implementation-
level languages and conceptual information, such as content, navigation and presentation, is
directly encoded in the physical programs that form the application [17];

• model-centric, of and formalisms (e.g. Strudel [15], Araneus [34], WebML [4] and Au-
toWeb [18]) which tend to describe the application at (several) design stages, in order to
reduce the cognitive distance between the requirement collection and the subsequent phases
in the development process; they enable high-level, platform-independent descriptions of
data-intensive web applications.

This paper presents a visual Domain-Specific Language (vDSL) [13, 23] for the conceptual
and uniform description of the design dimensions of data-intensive web application:a) the data
content of the site given in terms of entities and relationships as UML class diagrams [21];b) the
page structures specifying declaratively the way dynamic contents are composed together resulting
in a view of the data;c) the navigation of the site depending on the way information is accessed
by the page structures and providing the links in order to move across the application content. The
vDSL has been given the nameWebile.

The main contribution of this paper is to defineWebileand especially because it is given in terms
of a UML profile. The problem is approached at a conceptual level (thus it ismodel-centric) with
two major goals:

i) To provide a conceptual modelling technique which relates together data and web: UML
class diagrams offers a standard notation similar to Entity/Relationship models (E/R) [6, 39]
based on structures using entities that relate to one another. E/R diagrams are a universal
mean to conceptually model data and many recent proposals (as those mentioned above) for
modelling data-intensive web applications are built on top of the E/R diagrams (as shown
in [17]). The UML extension mechanisms allows to specialise the meta-model element, in
order to model the abstractions and their relationships over a specific domain. TheWebile
approach introduces the necessary extensions to inherit the E/R diagram concepts borrowing
the same ideas defined in the IBM Rational Software Data Modelling Profile (data content),
DMP for brevity from here on, and to cover the hypermedia concepts (page structureand
navigation).

ii) To automatically generate web applications code: in contrast with other approachesWebile
exploits the UML meta-model architecture (see Table 2) by serialising the specifications in
the XMI interchange format [22]. This representation provides interoperability and enables
a XSL transformation-based automatic generation of the applications being modelled as pre-
sented in the sequel of the paper.

Summarising,Webileis a vDSL which extends incrementally UML DMP to the web applica-
tion domains. New modelling elements are introduced which can be automatically processed in
order to automatically generate web application by means of XML based techniques. The paper is
organised as follows. Next section provides the technical background being assumed in the paper.
Section 3 describes the Webile notation. Section 4 presents how the code generation process is
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Database Concept UML Structure Data Modelling Stereotype
Database Component ¿ Database À
Schema Package ¿ Schema À
Table (entity) Class ¿ Table À
Domain Class ¿ Domain À
Relationship Association ¿ Non− Identifying À
Strong Relationship Composite Aggregate¿ Identifying À
Index Operation ¿ Index À
Primary Key Constraint Operation ¿ PK À
Foreign Key Constraint Operation ¿ FK À
Unique Constraint Operation ¿ Unique À
Check Constraint Operation ¿ Check À
Trigger Operation ¿ Trigger À
Stored Procedure Utility Class ¿ SP À

Table 1: UML data modelling profile stereotypes

defined. Section 5 discusses related research work and finally Section 6 concludes this paper and
analyses future work directions.

2 Technical background

In this section, the preliminary notations used in this work is presented. In particular, a brief
overview of the UML Data Modelling Profile extensions to a UML class diagram is introduced.
A detailed and extended description of this profile can be found in [11]. This description is the
starting point for the definition ofWebile. The section covers also the XML-based Metadata Inter-
change (XMI) and the Meta Object Facility (MOF), respectively. These are relevant notions upon
which theWebileprofile is based together with the subsequent transformation framework.

2.1 The UML data modelling profile

UML Data Modelling Profiles were introduced by IBM Rational Software in the year 2000. The
profile extends a UML class diagram by introducing a collection of data modelling stereotypes
and provides an easy to use and understand adoption of UML for database modelling and design.
A profile groups together a set of related UML extensions. A UMLextension[21] modifies the
original UML semantics in order to build semantically different models. Stereotypes, tagged values
and constraints represent UML general extension mechanisms:stereotypesdefine a new kind of
model element and are described by placing their name around angle brackets (or by using icons);
tagged valuesrepresent UML element properties;constraintsare restrictions on UML elements
that limit the usage, or the semantics, of the elements themselves [14]. Many profiles have been
proposed over the last few years, as for instance the UML profile for web applications [9], for
security [27] and for CORBA. In Table 1 the organisational elements of DMP, as they are reported
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Figure 1: UML DMP Example

in [11]. The table has to be read in this way: the first column identifies the data concepts the profile
wants to model; the second column identifies the UML element which has to be stereotyped;
finally, the last column identifies the stereotype name associated to the related UML structure.
The database is the system for physical data storage and controlled access to stored data. It is
the biggest specialised element for data modelling. The database defines the type of the database
and the constraints for the data modelling like data types, stored procedure, syntax, etc. The
assignment ofschemasto the database defines the basic structure of the information storage. A
table is the basic modelling structure of a relational database. It represents a set of records of the
same structure, also called rows. Each of these records contains data. The column is the basic
organisational element inside of the relational database. Every data has to be stored in a column
of a row in a table. The columns add the tagged value of the data type, which has to be. There is
a number of tagged values associated with columns to model the null ability and the uniqueness,
for instance. Keys are also covered, in particularprimary keysare used to uniquely identify a row
in a table, whilstforeign keysaccess data in other related tables. The primary key is often content
independent and automatically generated by the database to ease updates of data. Foreign keys are
always derived from a relationship to other table. For easy recognition of the key columns in the
table, they are tagged with either Primary Key (¿ PK À) or Foreign Key (¿ FK À) stereotype.
A dependency of any kind between tables in a data model is calledrelationship. A relationship is a
summary of a stereotyped association and a set of primary and foreign keys. Every relationship is
between a parent and child table, where a parent table must have a primary key defined. The child
table creates a foreign key column and a foreign key constraint to address the parent table.

Figure 1 illustrates a sample DMP class diagram. Each rectangular represents a table in DMP -
the small icon on the right top side identifies its new semantics. The association between tables
represents a relationship between the two tables. In the sample in Figure 1,PersonandZodiacare
depicted as tables. ThePersontable attributes areusername, name, surname, gender, password
andzodiacid, whereusernameis a primary key andzodiacid a foreign one. TheZodiac table
attributes areid, nameit andnameenwith id primary key. A 1:N association is used between the
two tables specifying that each person is associated with a zodiac entry.

The profile can be used in combination with Data Modeler, an IBM Rational Software add-
in [12] for the Rose CASE tool. This software assistant allows the designer to map the data model
diagram to the class diagram (also known as object model) and the other way round. In general,
the Data Modeler is an application which implements the DMP and performs tasks, such as some
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static analysis and type-checking amongst others.

2.2 XMI and MOF

The UML specification provides the XML Metadata Interchange format (XMI) [22] to enable
easy interchange of metadata between modelling tools and metadata repositories in distributed
heterogeneous environments. XMI integrates three key industry standards: the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), a W3C standard, the UML, and the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [20], an OMG
meta-modelling standard which is used to specify meta-models.

A fundamental aspect of UML is the four layered meta-modelling architecture for general
purpose manipulation of metadata in distributed object repositories (see Table 2) which makes
it suitable for our universal object-oriented modelling approach. Each layer is an abstraction of
the underlying layer with the top layer (M3) at the highest abstraction level. The M0 layer is
comprised of the information that we wish to describe (the data). This is the source code in different
languages, e.g. Java, C++ or PHP as in our case. On the model layer (M1) there is the meta-data
of the M0 layer, the so-called model. Object-oriented software is typically described on the M1
layer as a UML model. The meta-model on the M2 layer consists of descriptions that define the
structure and semantics of meta-data (e.g. the UML model). These are the meta-models, e.g.
UML 1.4, UML 1.5, and define the language respectively notation for describing different kinds
of data (M1). Finally on the M3 layer there is the meta-meta-model. MOF is used to describe
meta-models and define their structure and semantic. It is an object-oriented language for defining
meta-data. MOF is self-describing. In other words, MOF uses its own meta-modelling constructs.
XMI was partially influenced by the ideas for a tool-independent CASE data interchange format
called CDIF [7], which was based on Entity-Relationship (ER) descriptions. CDIF addresses the
problem of model data interchange between CASE tools. Without a standardised interchange
format for integrating more than one CASE tool, proprietary import/export filters must support the
exchange of model data. In addition, new interfaces have to be implemented for tool integration.
XMI is supported in a wide range of industry applications. In the machine tool domain for example,
STEP, a standard for the exchange of product definition/model data, will be compatible with XMI
in the future. In the current version 1.5 of the UML standard it is possible to completely interchange
model information. Nevertheless, it is not yet possible to interchange the graphical views of the
model in terms of diagrams, which will be supported in the forthcoming UML 2.0.

Meta-level MOF terms Examples
M3 Meta-metamodel MOF model
M2 Meta-metadata, UML Metamodel

Metamodel
M1 Metadata, UML Models

Model
M0 Data Modeled Systems

Table 2: A typical OMG metamodel architecture
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3 Webile: A UML web specific data model profile

The Webileapproach is model-based and defines a UML profile to describe in a uniform way
the aspects which characterise data-intensive web applications. Models for data content, page
structure, and navigation are given by means of class diagrams. This does not necessarily imply
that all the aspects are modelled at once, on the contrary the separation amongst the various level
of web site design and implementation is fundamental and therefore should be strongly pursued.
This results in a layered class diagram where each aspect is described in separate layers connected
one with another by means of mappings. In this paper, since the focus is mainly given on the
structuring mechanism given by the profile we do not present how layers are arranged and the
samples will be given by means of flat diagram. Essentially, the model of data can be extended
to describe also hypertext views over the database in order to describe pages. The views can be
regarded basically as relations bringing together those contents stored in the database which must
be published.

Data content. The data are modeled logically in a way which is strongly influenced by the
Rational’s UML Data Modelling Profile, which provides an easy to use and understand adoption
of UML for the need of database modelling, and database design. The concepts of tables and
relationships used in a database maps to the concepts of classes and associations in the core UML.
In this setting, columns add the tagged value of the data type, which is depending on the chosen
target database. Webile borrows the concepts of table and relationships from DMP, but it adopts
more expressive data types. This represents the main difference between DMP and our approach
concerning the modelling of data. Indeed, we introduced different types to better deal with those
features which are inherent to the modeled domain. In particular, we intend to bind given database
types with those input types which are used on the web, such as Text, Textarea, and Checkbox just
to mention a few. Thus, each attribute is assigned a name and a type expression, which consists of
a list of property descriptors. For instance, we may want to declare an attribute which corresponds
to the name of an article as follows

article: [Text(”Article Name”,”Nome Articolo”)][Multilanguage(”en”,”it”)][VARCHAR(30)]

The basic idea is to have an attribute called article which is going to be mapped to a column whose
SQL type isVARCHAR(30)similarly to Rational’s DMP (the basic types in DMP are depending
on the selected target database). Additionally, this type information is refined to include a further
descriptor

Multilanguage(”en”,”it”)

to denote that this item of information must be formulated in two languages, English and Italian,
respectively. This is important since many e-business have an international perspective and content
must be often published in different languages. The intended semantics causes that in the table the
attribute article is mapped into two columnsarticle enandarticle it, respectively. Finally, the term

Text(”Article Name”,”Nome Articolo”)

is referred to an abstract form element. In particular, it specifies that when the information has
to be eventually entered in a form, theTextHTML input type must be used (in case the chosen
media is a HTML browser) and the corresponding label denoting this entry must beArticle Name
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or Nome Articolo, according to the language chosen by the user. This descriptions are used to
automatically generate proper client-side and server-side code, respectively. The general form of
an attribute declaration is the following

attribute: [input type(”Label1”,...)][Multilanguage(”lan1”,...)][SQL type]

and can be explained with the UML class diagram in Fig. 2 part of the Webile profile definition.
Such class diagram restricts the semantics of the UML primitive typestring by refining it into a
composition, calledWDMtype, of bothWebile implementationandpresentationtypes. The former
denotes the internationalisation and the SQL type which are usually given once certain implemen-
tation decisions are taken; the latter is the kind of widget which should be used in entering the data
in a form whilst manipulating it. The type expressions are not usually given at once, rather they
should be regarded as the outcome of a refinement process which may take several steps.

Figure 2: Webile data modelling types
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Figure 3: A Sample Data Model

Figure 3 contains a simple conceptual model depicting a small database to store data about
authors, their publications and news. In this model the tablesPublicationandNewsare depending
on Authorsince they have references to it as shown by the relations which are also attributed with
the cardinality. ThisWebilefragment is enough to automatically generate the DDL and the code
fragment necessary to perform the data entry management.

Page structure.A data-intensive Website can be regarded as a hypertext view of the database
where all its content is stored. A page structure is an intentional description of a set of web
pages with common features, such as home pages of people whose data are stored in a table. A
page structure is modeled by the stereotype¿ PageStructure À which is associated with tables
containing the data sources forming the content being described. The page structures are associated
with tables by means of the stereotyped association¿ DataSource À. These associations are
tagged with a collection of tagged values, amongst themColumnsandCardinality. The former
describes the list of columns whose values are part of the page structure, whilst the latter describes
the cardinality of the items to be included in the content, i.e. whether the content is publishing one
item or multiple items. In Fig. 4, the example illustrated in Fig. 3 is refined by augmenting it with
the page structureAuthorList, AuthorHome, andNewsItem. The idea is to model web pages which
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Figure 4: A Webile Model

publishes the list of all authors stored in the tableAuthor, the home page of a single author, and one
single news, respectively, by means of the stereotyped classes¿ PageStructure À. Which data
and how they should be published in these contents are specified by the tagged values given in the
stereotyped association¿ DataSource À. TheAuthorHomepage structure publishes name and
surname of the author, all the data about all her/his publications, and the title of news entered by
the author. This is specified in the associations withAuthor, Publication, andNews, respectively,
by the following tagged values

1. AuthorList/Author association tagged values:
Columns=”name, surname”, Bound=false, Label=”authors”,Cardinality=multiple,
Type=index

2. AuthorHome/Author association tagged values:
Columns=”name, surname”, Bound=true, Label=”author”,Cardinality=single, Type=data

3. AuthorHome/Publication association tagged values:
Columns=”*”, Bound=true, Label=”publications”, Cardinality=multiple, Type=data

4. AuthorHome/News association tagged values:
Columns=”title”, Bound=true, Label=”news”, Cardinality=multiple, Type=index
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as reported in the figure. Each tagged value describe a specific aspect of the stereotyped asso-
ciation¿ DataSource À, most of the tagged values has default values, but for the sake of clarity
in this example we have listed all of them even if not necessary.

• Columnsdescribes the list of columns whose values should be considered for the target class
of the association, i.e. the page structure being modeled; similarly to SQL it is possible to
use the wild card for denoting all columns as in tagged values (3) in the previous list.

• The Boundvalue affects the way the data to be published by the target page structure are
filtered in current navigational context; this tagged value is meaningful in situations when a
page structure is¿ DataSource À associated with two different tables which are in turn
associated by means of a relationship path, as for instance for page structureAuthorHome
associated withAuthor andPublication, with Author andPublicationassociated by means
of a 1:N relationship; by specifying theBoundequal totrue on the¿ DataSource À
association betweenAuthorHomeand Publication, we denote the fact that the data from
Publicationare selected by means of a join between the tables with join condition unifying
over the 1:N relationship betweenAuthorandPublicationtables as specified in (3).

• TheLabeltagged value is necessary to nameDataSourceassociation in case ambiguity arises
due to multiple associations between page structures and tables; this is important in combi-
nation with differentDataSourceassociation involving the same classes.

• Cardinality is used to specify whether asingleor multipledata should be published in a page
structure; for instance, in the association denoted by the tagged values (2) theCardinality
is single, in fact the pageAuthorHomeis intended to contain all the data corresponding to
a given specific author, whereas the association denoted by (1) determines the fact that the
pageAuthorListcontains the data of all the authors asCardinality is multiple.

• TheTypetagged value indicates whether the data being contained in the corresponding page
structure should give place to plain content or to navigational content, i.e. to content with
links to other page structure (within the same model) reachable by means of the propagation
of the primary keys due to theBound feature; for instance, the page structureAuthorList
contains anindex which allows to link to pages of single authors as stated in (1) or for
instance as in (4) where from anAuthorHomethere is a news index which allows one to
access each of them.

Navigation. Similarly to the page structures, navigation is modeled by means of stereotyped
associations¿ CLink À and¿ NCLink À denoting contextual and non-contextual link, re-
spectively. Fig. 4 reports a contextual link fromAuthorListto AuthorHomeand fromAuthorHome
to NewsItem. Contextual links are associations which propagate parameters from the source page
structure to the target one in order to determine how data are filtered, as in the link betweenAu-
thorList andAuthorHome, for instance. Non-contextual links are much simpler since they connect
page structures which are not semantically correlated.

The contextual links and the bound mechanism define completely the data filtering. As a
concluding remark to this section, one should mention that, in contrast with other approaches
(e.g. [34]) we do not deal with presentation issues but regard the contents as structured data. On a
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physical level it may lead to different implementation styles. Indeed, in a preliminary version of
our implementation we preferred to build the presentation of the contents by means of a templating
engine. Alternatively, we could use an XML/XSL approach.

4 Code generation: an overview

As mentioned in the previous sections, the OMG Metadata Architecture (see Table 2) provides a
classification of UML concepts and notions, including light/heavyweight extension mechanisms,
models and artifacts. The lightweight extension mechanisms given in the M2 meta-level allowed
us to define theWebileprofile. Webileclass diagrams specify web applications and lie on the M1
meta-layer. Once the implementation is obtained, it refers to the M0 meta-layer.

In this section, we outline the mapping of M1 objects (Webilemodels) into M0 objects (im-
plementations) by means of a XSLT-based generation framework as depicted in Fig. 5. The ma-
nipulation of the models in the M1 meta-level is based on the XMI format which provides an
interoperability platform for accessing UML models.Webilehas been defined in order to have
models, which are rich enough to generate the following tools

i) data-manipulation, the type expressions in the table classes are used to generate meta-form
descriptions which are used to obtain, for instance, HTML-based data-entry pages. Such
meta-form descriptions are device-independent descriptions which are updated according
to the kind of web agent being used by the user. In the generation process, entities and
relationships have a fundamental role, from each entity class a collection of data management
tools is obtained, whereas a 1:N relationship gives place to a specific widget in the meta-
form which allows the user to select an item belonging to the entity with cardinality 1 in the
relationship. Such a widget is rendered as a combo box or a list of radio box, for instance,
once the web agent is determined.

ii) front-office, the whole diagram is used to build a collection of pages linked one with another
according to the given specification. Each page structure gives place to a server-side pro-
gram which according to the¿ DataSource À associations retrieves the data from the
corresponding tables. The queries which are generated are also complaint to the filtering
policies defined by the association’s tagged values, suchBoundandCardinality.

These tools are generated by means of XSL transformations, whose rules localise the abstrac-
tions in the XMI representation of the model and transform them into appropriate documents.
Amongst such documents there are those in i) and ii), but there are also auxiliary tools which in-
clude the DDL and the DML written in SQL (via an abstraction layer), and a library containing the
data-retrieval functions which consist of SQL code embedded in some host routines. Rendering
issues have been implicitly treated in the generated system by means of a templating engine. Each
page structure through a naming policy is associated with a HTML template which presents formal
parameters which are updated with the data obtained by the¿ DataSource À associations.

The current prototypical implementation is totally based on XSL transformations and XML-
based techniques, whilst the generated system is a collection of routine written in PHP, SQL, and
JavaScript (only for form validation purposes). The meta-form notation which has been used is a
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server-side dialect of a small subset of Xforms. The Metadata Architecture being used is the one
proposed in Table 3: OMG Metadata Architecture.
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Figure 5: Webile generation framework

5 Related Work

Related work may span in different research areas. In this section we list and analyse those research
areas which can be directly related to our work. We describe how UML has been used for data
modelling purposes, how UML has been used in order to model web applications, and finally,
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current work on model-based code generation for the web. For space limitation, work on model-
based design of web applications will be only sketched.

UML and Data Modelling. UML DMP [19], already outlined during this paper, is the Ratio-
nal’s profile to data modelling with UML. This profile is not yet standard OMG but fully integrated
into the Rational’s tool, Rational Rose, with its data modeler add-in. The analysis on the integra-
tion of UML and database modelling has been already advocated by a number of works ([10, 11]).
Another UML profile for data modelling has been proposed by the Agile Data community. Three
data models are proposed: Logical, Physical, and Conceptual. Their notation focuses on the phys-
ical modelling of a relational database, although it does cover other aspects of data modelling as
needed. Differently from them, we focus on the conceptual, entity-relationship, data level, our ap-
proach is specific to web applications and we use the model to generate data-intensive web pages.
On the other side, their profile includes physical and logical modelling we do not treat at all.
Naiburg and Maksimchuk, in their book on UML for Database Design [36], show how the UML
can serve as a unifying framework that facilitates the integration of database models with the rest
of a system design. They propose a software process which, starting from a database conceptual
description, refines this information into a logical level until a physical description is obtained.
They make use of the UML DMP (as it is) at the physical design level.
Muller [35] proposes a step by step design process, to design and build databases using an OO
model. The process goes from requirements analysis to schema generations. UML class diagrams
are translated into relational, object-relational, and object-oriented schemas for all major DBMS
products. Differently from our approach, both Naiburg, Maksimchuk and Muller propose a soft-
ware process (we have in our future work directions), not specifically oriented to web applications
neither to code generation.

UML and web applications modelling.There are different approaches proposed to model web
applications using UML. The one we consider more important are those proposed by Conallen [8,
9] (the Rational’s official solution) and N. Koch and R. Hennicker [24, 25]. The Conallen’s ap-
proach is based on the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [30], thus, it is Use-Case driven, Architecture-
centric, iterative and incremental. By adapting the RUP process to web applications, requirements
are modeled using Use Case diagrams and scenarios, design identifies real objects (links, frames,
forms, ASP object and other web-related elements) and the web architecture (through class, com-
ponent and sequence diagrams), implementation creates client pages, server pages and business
objects.
Koch and Hennicker propose an approach to model hypermedia applications using UML. They
structure the “design” of web applications into three different aspects: content, navigational struc-
ture and presentation. Since these aspects are related together, they propose to model each one
using a different UML model and to relate them together using mapping rules.
Conallen’s approach focuses on the web system architecture. UML class diagrams extend the tra-
ditional concept of class, introducing client side pages, server side pages, forms, frames, links and
business logics objects. Different aspects of the system (presentation, business and backend) may
be described in the same diagram. However, data cannot be conceptually modeled and data-driven
web pages cannot be generated. Koch and Hennicker use UML Class and Sequence diagrams to
describe and model navigational information between web pages. However, business logic and
data are not explicitly analysed.

Model-Based Code Generation for the web.The most important commercial proposal in this
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Meta-level MOF terms Instances
M3 Meta-metamodel MOF model
M2 Meta-metadata, UML 1.5,

Metamodel UML web Specific Data Modelling Profile
M1 Metadata, UML Data Models

Model
M0 Data Generated Systems (SQL, HTML/JavaScript, PHP),

Application Database, etc.

Table 3: OMG Metadata Architecture

category is Oracle Designer. It represents a database-centric approach which relies on high-level
models for the development and generation of web applications. The design process is based on
augmented ER diagrams. The Designer is integrated with software generators, which, starting
from database design diagrams, modules and links between them and user parameters, generate
web pages.
A. Kraus and N. Koch [28], show how the UML design models produced in [25] can be automat-
ically mapped to XML documents. XML documents for the conceptual model are then automat-
ically mapped to conceptual DOM objects and logical presentation objects (representing the user
interface) are transformed to physical presentation objects (e.g., HTML or WAP pages) through
XSLT transformations.
Araneus [34], AutoWeb [18], WebML [4] represent the more interesting model-based approaches
for the web. Due to space limitation, we analyse only Araneus, since it appears one of the most
representative approaches and presents many commonalities with the other ones. For a description
of web site development tools and projects, you may refer to [17, 34]. A complete overview on
web applications methodologies is presented in [38]. Araneus is a model-based environment for
managing web content in an integrated way. High-level models are used to design and develop
each aspect of a web site. These models are integrated in a software process which, in five steps,
analyses the system requirements, develops the site contents, designs both databases, presentation
and site structure and finally implements it. Our approach shares with Araneus the idea to realise
a model-based web site development. In this paper we have shown how to model data using UML
notations. Differently from Araneus, our goal is to use a unique, UML-based notation, to model
each aspect of a web application. Araneus, instead, uses three different models (entity-relationship
and relational tables for data structure modelling, the AMD-d model for navigation, and ADM-d
scheme attributes for presentation) and the Homer algebra to relate them together.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introducesWebile, a UML profile for modelling data-intensive web applications. The
work starts from the data modelling capabilities of the IBM Rational Software’s Data Modelling
Profile and extends it in order to capture abstractions and features which are typical of the hyper-
media domain. AWebilemodel consists of the specification of the aspects of a web application, i.e.
the data content, the page structures, and the navigation. These notions are captured by stereotyped
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UML elements and define most of the aspects of a data-intensive Website.
Once a web application is described, its model can be used to automatically generate the appli-

cation by using XSL transformation stylesheets. The generated application consists of a collection
of programs which allow the data management of the application (typically implement the func-
tionality of the back office) and the server-side programs which will implement the system which
has been modeled. The main achievement of the work is the uniform formulation of all the aspects
of a web applications, since the authors believe that the adoptions of different formalisms for dif-
ferent aspects (as in Araneus and WebML) is a major drawback. If on one hand, the separation of
concerns is important, on the other hand it is not necessary to use different formalisms for different
concern domains. UML not only provides with uniformity and flexibility, but also with a set of
tools and formalisms which are standard, and complaint to open standards and formats, such as
OMG Metadata Architecture and XML-based Metadata Interchange.

Our short-term effort will be devoted to the completion of the implementation of theWebile
system. The system is still prototypical and many features require to be undertaken, although
the current results are encouraging. Convenient mechanisms for user authentication are at the
moment under investigation and especially new modelling elements will be soon included in the
model in order to capture the notion of authenticated service, i.e. a page structure which will be
available only after authentication. Formal semantics forWebileis a sound idea and will provide
us with better understanding. Especially, we intend to investigate on the definition of a calculus
able to perform some static analysis of the class diagram to prevent erroneous scenarios. In fact,
wrong tagged values, such as the cardinality of the associations, for instance, may lead to wrong
configurations which may be detected earlier in the design process. Once this is defined, it should
be integrated in some existing UML-based tools (e.g., Rational Rose or Argo/UML). What we
envision is a tool-assisted framework where UML diagrams are drawn, specialised profiles can be
applied in order to define data, applications or presentation elements for a web application. A well
defined software development process is also in need. With the proposed approach we do not claim
that all the required information (for web pages generation, for example) are known a priori or has
to be provided during the initial design steps. We plan a more incremental approach where the main
entities and relationships are modeled using a light Webile initial model and successively improved
(during architectural analysis and system design) with information regarding the presentation and
navigation.
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